
                         thinks differently.

The eZono 4000 has been 
developed after listening to 
clinicians worldwide. The 
result is an advanced imaging 
system, with powerful, revolu-
tionary needle guidance and  
advanced on-board education 
modules. 

These features, together with 
MiniSim, our anatomically 
relevant phantoms,  provide 
our customers with the gui-
dance and educational tools 
they need, for accurate needle 
guidance at the point of care.

eZono is dedicated to provide 
simple solutions to complex 
problems.

For more information on our 
imaging or education solutions 
please contact us or visit our 
website www.eZono.com

ezono

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR ACCURATE GUIDANCE

Your hands - a needle and ....

ezonomade 
in 
Germany

Your hands - a needle and ....

About eZono

Exclusive Distributor:

Société Georges et Antoine
Gannage SAL

423 building, Al-Arz street
Saifi area - Beirut, Lebanon
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E: info@gannage.com.lb



ROBUST AND RELIABLE Toughened glass with 
high quality casing and concealed connectors. 
The eZono 4000 is built to withstand the rigors of 
the point of care environment.

SIMPLE TOUCH Interactive touch screen . Easy to 
use and easy to clean, facilitating efficient workflow

FREEHAND NAVIGATION No expensive transducer 
attachments to restrict natural hand movement 

ANY PLANE GUIDANCE Both in-plane and out-of-
plane needle guidance, lets you know exactly where 

you are in relation to your target. 

NO special needles

NO expensive hardware

NO special gauges 

eZGuide

The eZono 4000 is built to with-
stand the challenges faced in the 

point of care environment. We 
employ rigourous control testing 

 ...The eZono 4000

CUE CARDS Pioneering onboard reference 
materials, with interactive 2D and 3D graphics, 
guides the users through each procedure.

ADDRESSING THE REAL LIFE CHALLENGES FACING CLINICIANS IN EVERYDAY PRACTICE.

techniques, including drop tests of 
transducers  from 1 meter, to 

ensure our products will not let you 
down, when you need them most.

eZono 4000 Tablet

ADVANCED IMAGE QUALITY   New  generation  
transducer technology, plus increased processing 
capacity, generates great image quality.

LATEST LED SCREEN ,provides stunning brightness 
required to fully appreciate the image in the operating 
room or critical care areas. 

LARGE STORAGE Up to over 5 hours of video 
storage or 240.000 still images.

Guiding you with vision


